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The Blaichach plant

To systematically improve production sequences, the Bosch plant in 
Blaichach cyclically evaluates new Industry 4.0 solutions along the pro-
duction value stream and includes suitable solutions into its portfolio. 
Most recently, several software solutions of the Nexeed Industrial Ap-
plication System (Nexeed IAS) were added to the portfolio. The applica-
tions can be optimally integrated into the production environment and the 
underlying IT systems. It supplements existing solutions with respect to 
visualization and evaluation of real-time data. The intuitively operable 
management interface of the software enables the different user groups 
to monitor the production and process data of different types of machines 
within an application in real time.

Summary

The Bosch plant in Blaichach/Immenstadt for Chassis Systems Control 
(CC) has a diversified portfolio. In addition to electronic braking systems 
like ESP/ABS, iBooster and Integrated Power Brake (IPB), systems for use 
in electric and hybrid vehicles are also produced. In addition, the plant 
manufactures components for the drive train, such as injection technol-
ogy and sensors for engine management and multifunction cameras. As 
lead plant, Blaichach controls a worldwide production network of eleven 
plants and over 7,400 connected installations. The data that is generated 
along the different value streams forms the starting point for all Industry 
4.0 projects.

https://www.bosch-connected-industry.com/en/
https://www.bosch-connected-industry.com/de/en/plant-operator/
https://www.bosch-connected-industry.com/de/en/plant-operator/
https://www.bosch-connected-industry.com/de/en/applications/condition-monitoring.html
https://www.bosch-connected-industry.com/connected-manufacturing/nexeed-production-performance-manager/referenzen/bosch-blaichach/
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Cost savings

Unit 
quantity per 

year

High
(Milions)

Low
(Thousands)

Background

▶ Aggregation of data from various sources (different machines, 
tools, etc.) 

▶ Modules and algorithms for standardized analyses
▶ Condition monitoring, live process data analysis, predictive mainte-

nance

i4.0 use case

Prevention of tool fractures and high reject rates due to critical joining 
forces via a three-stage approach:
▶ Monitoring of joining force
▶ Notification of the operator and process experts if limits are 

exceeded
▶ Implementation of precautionary measures for downtime preven-

tion

Lessons learned

▶ Functions and advantages must be communicated openly
▶ Best-practice advice by expert groups is required
▶ Starter kits support fast learning and simplify implementation

Plant characteristics

▶ Products: electronic brake controls (ABS and ESP), drivetrain 
components, video sensors, new brake systems and multifunc-
tional cameras 

▶ Technologies: injection molding, chip removal, assembly, curing, 
adhesive bonding, joining processes, washing, eroding

The successes at a glance

Full 
transparency

Increased 
efficiency

Benefits

https://www.bosch-connected-industry.com/en/
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The targeted monitoring of quality-related parameters provides for higher 
transparency of the manufacturing process and quality. In addition, it 
supports employees on the line. They receive selected information about 
deviations through the line management functions (line cockpit and line 
status) and can concentrate on the general availability of the plant. The 
system thus supports the daily work in production, maintenance and qua-
lity management.

One system for various use 
cases in the plant 

The software applications of the Nexeed IAS support the Andon boards 
used for visualizing the output quantities. They enable staff to monitor the 
cycle times in real time and to identify potential deviations of the target 
delivery quantities. Line staff are informed quickly and can intervene. This 
not only shortens reaction times for troubleshooting and simultaneously 
reduces the number of unplanned maintenance. It also helps in taking 
preventive measures to proactively avoid errors.

The applications of the Nexeed IAS are, amongst others, suitable for use 
in exchanging stamping tools: up to now, this was done at fixed prede-
termined maintenance intervals. This sometimes led to an excess of the 
threshold force before the next maintenance interval, which in turn was 
responsible for tool breakage during production and ultimately a higher 
reject rate. The Blaichach plant now relies on the software to monitor the 
force of the stamp, as well as its surface in real time. An array of threshold 
values has been defined for this force value. If this threshold is reached, 
the solution automatically sends notifications to the responsible machine 
operator and process experts and conducts additional actions. The grad-
ual approach for threshold value definition makes it possible to create 
an escalation model based on the criticality of the respective threshold 
value. The people in charge initiate the appropriate measures that prevent 
tool breakage.

https://www.bosch-connected-industry.com/en/
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As lead plant, Blaichach is committed to achieving economies of scale 
in the production network with Industry 4.0 solutions. For this reason, 
Blaichach has created a standard that makes it possible to identify and 
evaluate use cases globally throughout all plants. This basic prerequisite 
has decisively contributed to the successful implementation of Nexeed 
IAS and to the acceptance of the new solution. 

This standard now enables the plants to implement similar or identical 
use cases more quickly and to exchange experiences in how they are 
managed. The standard creates a clear understanding of the use cases 
and provides the necessary transparency in the manufacturing process.  
The previously developed communication and training concept was also 
critical for the success of the software applications of the Nexeed IAS. To 
start with, all participating roles such as process experts, machine opera-
tors and maintenance technicians were drawn into the rollout and intensi-
vely trained on the line for a real use case.

A “starter kit” specially developed in Blaichach offers comprehensive 
access to learning videos for properly managing the solution as well as 
exemplary evaluations of possible use cases in the line. A support con-
cept about key users and experts rounds out the use of the software in 
Blaichach and in the production system.

Software solutions of the
Nexeed Industrial Application 
System for the worldwide 
plant network 

https://www.bosch-connected-industry.com/en/


Get in touch

Seize the opportunities offered by Industry 4.0 and begin benefitting 
today from our Nexeed Industrial Application System

Corporate information 
 
Robert Bosch Manufacturing Solutions GmbH
Bosch Connected Industry 

PO Box 30 02 20
70442 Stuttgart
Germany 

+49 711 811 10 900 
Industry4.0.bci@de.bosch.com

www.bosch-connected-industry.com

Remark on the software solution used: 
Bosch‘s Blaichach plant is currently using the software solution Nexeed Production Performance 
Manager. The individual applications Condition Monitoring, Process Quality and Ticket Management are 
being transferred to the Nexeed Industrial Application System, where they are developed further. The 
use cases described here can now be realized with the Nexeed Industrial Application System.

Contact us  – we will gladly guide you on your journey towards imple-
mentation of Industry 4.0 projects and software

https://www.bosch-connected-industry.com/de/en/plant-operator/
mailto:Industry4.0.bci%40de.bosch.com?subject=
https://www.bosch-connected-industry.com/en/
https://www.bosch-connected-industry.com/de/en/contact/

